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This is mostly the “feel good” talk

Science (re) Motivation

Stuff that’s working very well
(and that’s almost everything)

A Snapshot of where we are and where we are going



Muon g-2

• Claim: we have 1 BNL (ish) but rate of data below TDR (True)

• Committee to comment on performance goals and readiness of 

experiment to execute shutdown work plan

– This talk: science and performance goals related to the  “measuring” 

systems (dwh)

• Charge question 1

– Next talk: performance overview for “muon storage” systems and 

conceptual improvement path using data and simulation (cp)

• Charge questions 2, 4, 5

– Detailed Shutdown Tasks: Charge question 3

• Kicker voltage upgrade: shutdown detailed plan (cs)

• Quad reliability: shutdown detailed plan (hn)

• New Inflector:  shutdown plans and options (kb)

– Priorities from E989 and overall plan (cp) 

The Charge and our Outline
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Muon g-2

In the Press
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Joe Lykken and Greg Bock Blind the Clock

YouTube



Muon g-2

• Worldwide Muon g-2 Theory Initiative progressing 

toward new result 

– They are presently at ~ half the experimental uncertainty 

and aggressively pursuing major reductions

The Physics Community is Excited and 

Anticipating a very precise number from Fermilab
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AIM: Error commensurate with 
expected FNAL and J-PARC goals

M



Extraordinary claims require extraordinary evidence

> 11 sThy & Expt Goals

~2+ s

~3+ s

BNL Expt

FNAL Goal



Generically, “loop effects” couple to the muon mass and moment in 

similar fashion, characterized by a coupling,  C

Following Czarnecki, Marciano, and Stockinger

What could it mean if Expt ≠ Theory?

xFactor

Final goal



Muon g-2

In April, 2009 the PAC and Fermilab Director endorsed the 

P989 Proposal to meet the stated goal of a measurement of am

to 140 ppb, requiring 21 x the BNL accumulated statistics

Toward our Physics Goal
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Muon g-2
A glorious history
At CERN, BNL and Fermilab



Muon g-2

• Achieve ~ 1.5 of BNL statistics; (BNL = 7.5% of our goal)

• Have tested the full system and analysis

• Have identified weaknesses we can address to increase 

Flux and improve many systematic challenges

During 1st Commissioning / Data Taking we will
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~ BNL after cuts



Muon g-2

Today, we will tell you how to get there … and when
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“You are Here”

OHEP / PAC goal TDR Goal



The Fundamental Experimental Principle

The expression including E-field focusing and possible mEDM

EDMMagic g = 0

±dP m’s  E-field 

correction ~0.5 ppm

Determine difference between spin precession and cyclotron 

motion for a muon moving in a magnetic field:

Measure these

Get am

Momentum

Spin

e

We can determine well enough



Requirements to measure am to 140 ppb

1. Store More Muons

• 21 x BNL in statistics …  (100 ppb)

2. Prepare A More Uniform Magnetic Field

• Goal  3 x better and more carefully measured (70 ppb)

3. Improve the Precession Frequency Measurement

• All new instrumentation with high-fidelity recording of 

muon decays by many systems (70 ppb)

Today we 
focus on this



Muon g-2

• The muons do not collide with another beam

• And they do not strike a target

• We must observe them “from a distance” to 

infer their spin orientation and their path around 

the magnet 

– Decays reveal spin from self-analyzing PV

– Betatron motions are manifest in acceptance variations 

of the detectors

– Trackers can image muon spatial distribution

• More than most, this is an experiment that relies 

considerably on AD beam delivery and Storage 

Ring properties 

What is unique about this particle physics experiment?  



Muon g-2

• Much better than at BNL

• > 25 Flawless Trolley mappings in last few months

• Plunging Probe to Trolley probe inter calibration working

• Fixed-probe monitoring at nearly 100% of probes (vs < 50% 

at BNL)

The Magnetic Field is Very Good
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RMS ~ 15 ppm (vs 40 at BNL)

0                              180˚   360˚
Averaged around azimuth

Dipole Field



Muon g-2

… but, not perfect.  Temp fluctuations in MC-1 are significant and 

“quantum” jumps for a few probes keep us busy
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J. Grange

We are installing insulation
We are increasing our Fixed Probe – to-PowerSupply feedback



Muon g-2

• T0 Scintillator: 

– 8 different shapes to monitor

– (not what was advertised)

• IBMS scintillating fiber arrays 

– To guide tuning m into ring

– At entrance to Ring

– At entrance to Inflector

Detectors to measure incoming beam properties, 

used to optimize beam tuning
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…



Muon g-2

• Two, In-ring X & Y measuring Fiber Harps

Detectors to measure dynamics of stored muons
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Cyclotron Frequency Vertical Betatron Coherent (radial) Betatron



Muon g-2

Trackers are working spectacularly 

to image our stored beam
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Decay e+ 
Top down view of ring section Vacuum Chamber

Calorimeters Tracker

Extrapolate tracks back to point of tangency to get beam distribution:



Muon g-2

The information gives us …
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Muon g-2

The 24 Calorimeters are working great …

… together with the Laser Calibration System
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54 PbF2 crystals with individual laser 
calibrations into each channel

Inside the laser hut

Custom Pulse Shapes for all Xtals

Relative time alignment to 5 ps
Laser gain stability to 10-4



Muon g-2

• Included effects for 60-hr Data Challenge

– Pileup subtraction

– Muon loss terms

– CBO effects

– Long-term gain

• Not yet included*

– In-fill gain corrections

– Fill-by-fill QC filter

• And yet, already good c2

Offline analysis quite mature already …
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*In next release, this week

The BNL “T” method



We see the expected rich beam motion structure; 

our tools and analysis are rather mature



Muon g-2

Example:  Asymmetry weighted method (1.16 ppm, 17% improvement vs “T”)

Exploiting the excellent energy resolution and low threshold 

for data accumulation with our 800 MSPS 12-bit digitizers
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residuals

data + fit



Muon g-2

• Although there are Challenges which will be discussed

– Muon Storage Rate and Momentum Distribution

– & Some stability & reliability issues we are dealing with

• The experiment remains highly motivated

– If anything, the interest has GROWN since we started

– And, we are not alone.  J-PARC is planning a competitive effort

– Fermilab should set the benchmark that will be unsurpassed

• The instrumentation is working at or better than TDR 
specifications

– It was prepared to meet the PAC-approved Goal of 140 ppb

• The 1st-year data is being analyzed in near real time and we 
are learning a lot from it.  

• We have slightly exceeded BNL this year in statistics 

A too-brief tour of what is good ..
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